Theory of Change
Together for resilient coffee farming families.
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OF OPERATIONAL
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A UNIQUE SETUP
International Coffee Partners (ICP) is a strong
pre-competitive partnership of eight leading family-owned
European coffee companies.

Almukatin Family

Paz Family

Indonesia

Honduras

ICP shareholders are:

DELTA CAFÉS
PORTUGAL

LÖFBERGS LILA AB
SWEDEN

FRANCK DD
CROATIA

NEUMANN GRUPPE GMBH
GERMANY

JOH. JOHANNSON KAFFE AS
NORWAY

LUIGI LAVAZZA S.P.A.
ITALY

GUSTAV PAULIG LTD.
FINLAND

TCHIBO GMBH
GERMANY

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
ICP focusses on the perspectives of people involved in

streams. Opportunities provided by the continuously

coffee production and how to improve their livelihood

growing coffee consumption are out of reach. We ob-

situations. At the centre of our work are smallholder

serve that youth are losing interest in rural livelihoods.

families. As family-owned companies we share the same

They do not see motivating benefits from farming activi-

values as our beneficiaries in coffee producing countries.

ties and lack trust and willingness for intergenerational
dialogue by their parents. They are more often migrating

12.4 million smallholder coffee farmer families around

to urban centres leaving behind an aging farming population.

ICP‘s vision is to improve smallholder coffee farmer

ICP’s superb sector knowledge and proofs a long-term

the world face several challenges. They are weakly

fami
lies’ livelihoods. To achieve this, ICP implements

commitment to sustainability.

organized with poor access to expertise and support

ness, farmer organizations and the promotion of

ICP is more than just project work. We bring change

in coffee regions. Within 20 years of operational experi-

nities and the coffee sector. Working with a non-profit

innovative project work on gender, youth, family busi-

climate change adaptation with smallholder families
ence, ICP has been active in 13 countries and reached

for smallholder coffee farmer families’, the commupurpose helps improving smallholder families’ position

services and operate at the lowest market levels. Diffi-

Gender inequalities in households hamper the poten-

cult framework conditions and lack of agricultural

tials of smallholder families by constraining balanced

knowledge in many producing countries mean that

decision taking and a fair distribution of work. Effects of

farmer families only achieve rather low productivity

climate change are aggravating the situation and make

levels and are dependent on middlemen who potentially

agriculture and coffee cultivation more difficult. Pests

force them to sell coffee below market value.

and diseases are becoming more frequent and water

nearly 100,000 farmer families. ICP has helped to

in the coffee value chain. ICP projects are implemented

form and improve the operations of almost 1,800 farmer

by Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung (HRNS), a long-term key

organizations of different size. This and more than

partner in planning, programming, partnership develop-

Fluctuating coffee prices make business planning often-

patterns largely affect natural resources contributing to

880 years of shareholder companies’ history shows

ment, reporting and other project activities.

times difficult for them and cause unstable income

deforestation and the loss of biodiversity.
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regimes in coffee landscapes get distorted. Land use
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ICP’S VISION OF
CHANGE

ICP IS FOCUSSING ON FOUR
CORE TOPICS:
Family
Businesses

The vision of International Coffee Partners (ICP)
is to improve the livelihoods of smallholder coffee
farmer families by making them more competitive,
based on sustainable practices.

organization.

Farmer
Organizations

ICP develops and implements a holistic approach

lihood strategy. ICP motivates them to grow

to improve the livelihoods of smallholder coffee

quality coffee, get organized as a pre-condition

farmers and their families. This combines the pro-

for adding value and successfully marketing their

motion of improved and diversified production sys-

products while at the same time diversifying their

tems at farm level, the application of sustainable

production for securing food consumption and

agricultural practices, the development of strong

stabilizing family income. ICP places its emphasis

farmer organizations, promoting gender equality

on the smallholder families’ perspectives. Projects

and the involvement of the next generation into

help them to reach their potentials. Farmer fami-

decision-making at all levels. Tools and practices

lies become strong actors in the coffee value

to support adaptation enhance the resilience

chain. Our Hands-On approach to implementing

of farmer families in face of changing weather

projects in producing countries is very concrete.

IMPORTANT ELEMENTS OF ICP PROGRAMMING ARE:

the effects of climate change are becoming in-

Beyond the implementation of development proj-

Further development and diversification of production systems.

creasingly visible for the coffee industry, ICP will

ects at grassroots level, ICP contributes to the

integrate the experiences and learnings of the ini-

sustainable transformation of the coffee sector

tiative for coffee&climate into its holistic approach.

in regions and countries by sharing experiences

patterns and resulting agricultural conditions. As

with other sector stakeholders thus giving a
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Gender is a fundamental
aspect to all four of these
components and is
mainstreamed across all
our work, and within the

Focusing on livelihoods, ICP supports smallholder

positive example of what can be achieved when

families to take informed decisions on continuing

pressing issues in coffee communities and coffee

with agriculture and coffee as part of their live-

landscapes are addressed collectively.

Climate
Change

Youth

WORKING WITH A HOLISTIC CONCEPT
Coffee productivity and quality.
Development and professionalization of farmer organizations.
Promotion of entrepreneurship.
Better access to markets.
Addressing climate change adaptation.
Adequate treatment of natural resources like soil, water and biodiversity.
Improvement of gender equality.
Certification as an option for farmer families.
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The development of attractive perspectives for young

Projects are embedded in regional ICP programs that

people who live in coffee regions has turned out to be a

benefit producers, connect them with other suitable and

decisive factor in ICP’s project work as it invites the next

relevant partners, and provide valuable experiences for

generation of coffee farmers to actively participate in de-

guiding stakeholder action and informing processes for

veloping the coffee production systems and landscapes

advancing the local coffee policy framework.

of the future. This shall raise the motivation of considering coffee as part of their livelihood strategies and while

The promotion of gender equality is mainstreamed

reducing pressure to move to the urban centers encour-

within all ICP interventions. Smallholder coffee farmer

age their contribution to building thriving communities.

families are supported to run their farms as successful
family businesses and to get aware of the advantages

Also, the work supporting the establishment and profes-

and necessity of gender equality. The household mem-

sionalization of farmer organizations turns out crucial.

bers see themselves as equal partners in farming and

They not only provide smallholder farmers as members

other economic and household activities. They share

access to relevant services and competitive markets but

opportunities and responsibilities. All household mem-

also represent long-term structures that can take over

bers share a joint vision of how to develop their liveli-

a number of support functions provided within project

hoods and take proactive steps to reach this vision.

interventions and, thus, are an important pillar in ICP’s

Such families are role models in their communities.

exit strategies.

Active around the world
ICP reached more than 92.0000 smallholder
families until the end of 2019 and is currently active
in six countries. Target number of beneficiaries for
the period until 2023, in addition to the current number
of farmer families involved in ICP projects, is 30.000.

In the focus countries, ICP is committed to providing
support also during difficult times, e.g. during periods

of political instability or other crises. Oftentimes these

periods represent situations when ICP work is needed

most to provide better perspectives for farmer families
and communities. ICP’s commitment is valid as long as
the conditions in the focus countries allow field staff

to meaningfully provide their services. This has been

proven during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. ICP quickly

took significant measures to inform field staff and
Current Project Regions
Past Project Regions
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farmer communities while continuing possible support
to protect crop cycles and financial stability of families.
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PRINCIPLES
OF OUR WORK
LONG-TERM COMMITMENT

LEVEL PLAYING FIELD

Many of the processes triggered by ICP’s development work require a long-term commitment to target

Each farmer family, embedded in the community or cooperative, is a partner to ICP. We aim to create a

countries. For instance, addressing the organizational development of farmer organizations can take

level playing field by supporting farmer families’ competitiveness. In our experience, a grassroots and

several years. A long-term commitment is also necessary to support connections with local partners,

Hands-On project approach is a compelling way to achieve this target.

building trust and establishing cooperation agreements which combine valuable skills for enhancing
operational effectiveness and efficiency.

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND LEARNING
As a learning organization, ICP assesses positive and critical experiences. We always strive to further
develop our approach and enhance the efficiency of project interventions based on a strong M&E system.
By implementing development projects and sharing these experiences within the coffee sector, ICP seeks
to contribute towards establishing a fair and sustainable coffee sector in all coffee-producing regions

RESPECT FOR FARMER FAMILIES’ INDEPENDENCE
ICP places its emphasis on the human being and people’s perspectives. Projects support developing
farmer families’ ownership while their expectations are being reached. ICP does not work opportunistically. Families should always operate their businesses freely without becoming dependent on ICP.

THE WORK OF ICP CONTRIBUTES TO THE UNITED NATIONS SDGs

and countries. Projects are thoroughly assessed by third parties to determine their impact and to share
lessons learnt.

PARTNERSHIP MATTERS TO US
We demonstrate how better solutions can be achieved by working collectively and how complementary
skills and capacities of relevant actors align. Therefore, we have developed powerful networks with sector
participants and stakeholders in all project countries.
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www.coffee-partners.org
info@coffee-partners.org

International Coffee Partners GmbH · Am Sandtorpark 4 · 20457 Hamburg · Germany
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